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PRIVATE LABEL'S GRIP ON THE GROCERY RETAIL SECTOR
IS WELL-ESTABLISHED, BUT WITH THE COVID-19 CRISIS
DRAMATICALLY ALTERING SHOPPING HABITS, ARE STORE
BRANDS SET TO GET EVEN STRONGER? ESM EXPLORES
THIS IN MORE DETAIL AS PART OF OUR EXTENSIVE 2020
PRIVATE LABEL REPORT. 
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CHANGES TO LEGISLATION IN FRANCE HAVE LEVELLED THE
PLAYING FIELD WHEN IT COMES TO BIG BRAND PROMOTION,
LEADING TO GROWTH IN PRIVATE LABEL SALES – SOMETHING
THAT COULD BE BOOSTED YET FURTHER BY THE COVID-19  CRISIS.

I
t all started with a Nutella promo-
tion. Well, not quite, but the con-
troversial deep discount campaign
on Ferrero’s popular confectionery
spread, implemented by

Intermarché in January 2018 (which led to
‘riots’ in some stores), certainly played an

turers were able to offset the challenge
posed by private label through competitive
pricing. Now, with private label able to
achieve price attractiveness, it seems like
advantage is once again being passed to
store brands. 

According to IRI, private label has
found a ‘good balance’ between reasonable
price and product quality, with a recent
survey finding that 57% of shoppers
believe that private label product quality
has improved in the past year, compared
to 49% for national brands. Private label
is also well-positioned to take advantage
of ‘food transition’ trends in France, with
growing numbers of consumers seeking
out organic and healthy products. 

Coronavirus Impact
However, in the short term of course,
there’s the spectre of COVID-19 to deal
with. According to IRI data, French gro-
cery sector sales saw a significant spike in
sales in March as the coronavirus epidemic
spread, growing by 22% on a cumulative
basis between February 24th and March

FRANCE
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influential role in the introduction of the
EGalim law in France. The legislation,
which prohibits aggressive promotions
and ‘price wars’ between retailers, was
introduced at the tail end of 2018, and has
led to a shift in the market balance in
France – prior to the law, major manufac-

CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Chilled and Fresh               €14.5 billion
2. Ambient                                  €9.4 billion
3. Drinks                                       €2.7 billion
4. Household                            €2.7 billion
5. Frozen                                     €2.4 billion
6. Alcohol                                     €1.7 billion
7. Personal Care                     €841 million
8. Confectionery                    €532 million
9. Pet                                              €476 million
10. Baby                                       €456 million

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Frozen                                       48.0%
2. Chilled and Fresh              43.1%
3. Ambient                                  37.2%
4. Household                             35.0%
5. Baby                                         25.1%
6. Pet                                              22.0%
7. Drinks                                       23.2%
8. Alcohol                                    14.8%
9. Confectionery                    14.3%
10. Personal Care                   12.2%

Looking to develop a high-quality, bespoke
private-label coffee range, tailored to the
needs of your customer base? 

UCC Coffee, Europe’s total coffee solution,
includes private-label roasting and coffee
brands, a range of innovative coffee for-
mats, data-driven training, smart-service
and maintenance capability, category and
product management, market insight, and
dedicated research and development. 

The company has teams based in Europe’s
major coffee markets, ensuring that the
business delivers relevant, market-leading
products and services across the Continent. 

In addition, UCC Coffee is one of Europe’s
leading producers of private-label compati-
ble capsules, which are developed by its
research and innovation team at UCC
Coffee’s Capsule Centres of Excellence, in
Valence, France, and Nájera, Spain. For more
information, visit www.ucc-europe.com.

TOTAL COFFEE SOLUTIONS FROM UCC COFFEE
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22nd, with two particular days, March 13
and March 16 seeing the biggest spikes of
all (+84% and +237% respectively), on
the back of announcements by President
Emmanuel Macron.

As with many other European markets,
this ‘panic buying’ focused primarily on
stocking up with whatever products were
available, rather than a conscious purchas-
ing decision to opt for branded or private
label goods, but when measured over a
four week period, some interesting trends
emerged. Brands owned by major multina-
tionals saw their share of revenue decline
(by 0.9% in hypermarkets, supermarkets
and convenience stores, and by 1.0% in e-
commerce), with private label increasing
its share (by +1.2% and +0.5% respective-
ly). Brands owned by small to medium
sized companies and large French compa-
nies also saw their share increase slightly,
but only through the e-commerce channel.

Private label could be well poised to
emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic as
a more powerful force in French retail. 

Growth Categories
Looking at IRI’s MAT full-year data to 23
February, private label has shown a 1.4%
increase in sales, or €495 million, com-
pared to branded growth of 0.4% (€268
million).

Growth was most pronounced in the
Chilled & Fresh macro category, where
store brand sales have risen by 2.9% (or
€407 million), compared to 1.0% for
national brands; as well as Alcohol, where
private label has grown by 2.3% compared
to a 0.1% decline for national brands.
Private label also outperforms brands in
Ambient (+1.4% growth, compared to
+0.8% for brands), Confectionery (+1.5%,
compared to 0.6%) and Frozen (+0.4%
compared to -2.4%). National brands,
meanwhile, are noticeably stronger in the
Pet macro category (+3.2%, compared to
+0.9% for private label), as well as Drinks
and Baby. 

Private label penetration is strongest in
the Canned Mushrooms category, where it
holds 79.6% of the market, according to
IRI data, compared to 20.4% for brands.
Refuse Sacks (private label 75.3%, brands
24.7%), Frozen Desserts (private label
74.9%, brands 25.1%), Frozen Vegetables
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(private label 73.4%, brands 26.6%) and
Vegetable Salads (private label 70.1%,
brands 29.9%) are other categories in
which store brands overindex, according
to IRI.

Looking at the categories in which pri-
vate label accounts for the highest value
sales, Cheese accounted for just over
€1.2 billion worth of sales in the period,
compared to €533 million for national
brands – private label accounts for more
than two thirds (69.3%) of sales in this
category. 

Milk is also a billion-euro market for
private label, with store brands account-
ing for €1.006 billion worth of sales,
compared to €1.014 for brands, in a cat-

egory that is pretty much 50/50 in terms
of branded and private label presence.

Fruit juice saw €979 million worth of
private label sales last year (€573 million
for brands), while store brands were also
strong in Eggs (private label €756 million,
brands €601 million), Cooked Ham (pri-
vate label €751 million, brands €720 mil-
lion) and a must-have during these coron-
avirus times, Toilet Paper (private label
€722 million, brands €447 million). 

Some of the categories that have shown
the most gains in terms of private label
sales include Sun Care, where store brands
have seen a 31.8% increase in sales (com-
pared to a 6.9% drop for national
brands), Face Care, which has seen own
brand sales up 13.8% (national brands
down 0.4%) and a French staple, Foie
Gras, where private label sales are up
11.3% (brands down 24.8%). 

Arguably the most notable, however, is
the Whiskey category, where private label
sales have increased 19.4% in what is a
highly valuable (close to €2.3 billion) mar-
ket. According to IRI, this shift has largely
been brought on by the E.Galim legisla-
tion, which has made private label pricing
more attractive in certain categories. ■

According to IRI, 57% of
French shoppers believe that
private label product quality
has improved in the past
year,  compared to 49% for
national brands.

2020 Report❘Private Label

Range Extension Above: Carrefour-branded soups on display. Opposite
page: A shopper navigates the aisles at an Auchan supermarket
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PRIVATE LABEL HAS LOST MARKET SHARE TO BIG BRANDS IN
EUROPE'S BIGGEST ECONOMY, BUT INCREASED INVESTMENT IN
NICHE AREAS COULD PRESENT ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STORE BRANDS. 

G
ermany is traditionally the
home of the discounters, and
thus private label accounts for
a sizeable portion of the mar-
ket (45.5% according to IRI

data to 23 February). However, as in many
other European markets, growth has been
far from exponential. 

According to IRI data, private label value
sales in Germany dropped by 0.9% in the
full-year period, compared to a 4.2%
increase for national brands, with a number
of factors at play here – branded products
are becoming a more common sight in the
discounters, new product development has
been stepped up, and Millennial consumers
are more drawn to trusted brands (largely
powered by influencers).

At the same time, however, retailers are
similarly taking the fight to brands with
investment in growth areas such as organic
– Aldi Süd, Lidl and Rewe were among
those to extend their its ‘bio’ range last
year, while Edeka unveiled a ‘bio vegan’
range – and sustainability, where packaging

protein and low carbohydrates are all likely
to see increased investment. 

Challenging Times
Of course, in the short term, Germany, like
all other European markets, has its own
coronavirus challenges to navigate through,
and while the country’s thorough testing
regime has meant it is better positioned
than most to ‘reopen’, the impact on the
retail sector could be telling. 

According to IRI, a worsening economic
situation post-COVID-19 will likely mean
that consumers become more price-sensitive
in the future and turn to cheaper brands
and/or private label products. However,
based on trends in other countries, an eco-
nomic downturn could also lead to
increased adoption of trusted brand names,
eroding private label’s share yet further.

Category Performance
Accoridng to IRI data to 23 February
national brands outperformed private label
in all but one macro category, Baby, where
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and waste reduction has come under partic-
ular focus.

According to IRI, identifying where the
gaps are on-shelf offers a ‘great opportuni-
ty’ for private label in Germany, as retailers
have the opportunity to steal a march on
branded manufacturers. Private label ranges
are expected to get broader as a result,
moving away from traditional ‘me-too’
offerings to ranges that inspire the shopper.
Areas such as gluten- and lactose-free,
superfoods, vegan, dairy alternatives, high

CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Chilled and Fresh               €31.2 billion
2. Ambient                                  €20 billion
3. Frozen                                      €9.6 billion
4. Alcohol                                    €6.2 billion
5. Household                             €6.1 billion
6. Drinks                                       €5.2 billion
7. Confectionery                    €3.3 billion
8. Personal Care                     €3.2 billion
9. Pet                                              €1.9 billion
10. Baby                                                  €573 million

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Frozen                                       61.8%
2. Pet                                              60.4%
3. Chilled and Fresh              57.3%
4. Ambient                                  52.1%
5. Household                             46.5%
6. Alcohol                                    30.1%
7. Drinks                                       29.0%
8. Baby                                          28.5%
9. Confectionery                    24.5%
10. Personal Care                   24.1%

GERMANY

According to IRI, identifying
where the gaps are on-shelf
offers a 'great opportunity' for
private label in Germany, as
retailers have the
opportunity to steal a march
on branded manufacturers.
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private label grew by 2.8% compared to
brands’ 1.8%. This is a €2 billion category
in which private label is starting to build
market share – own-brand Baby Food is
still largely underdeveloped, for example.
Private label also performs well in Frozen
(+3.2%, compared to +5.5% for brands),
however this has largely been driven by
price increases in frozen fish and frozen
potato products due to rising raw material
prices. 

The biggest declines in private label
sales, however, are seen in two beverage
macro categories. The Drinks segment saw

private label value sales decline 9.4%,
compared to 3.6% growth for national
brands, with premiumisation, coupled
with increased brand presence in the dis-
counters, tipping the scale in favour of
household names. 

The same trends can be seen in Alcohol,
which saw private label decline by 5.2%,
compared to branded growth of 4.0%. 

A decline in private label sales in Pet
(private label down 0.6%, branded up
5.6%), meanwhile, has largely been driven
by the Cat Food category, where brands
have staged a comeback– in addition, most

Fresh Focus  Packed salads on offer at an Edeka outlet. Private label accounts for 57.3%
of the Chilled & Fresh category. Previous page: A REWE supermarket in Düsseldorf.

private label pet food sales take place in
specialised pet stores, which are not includ-
ed in this data. 

In terms of the categories in which pri-
vate label has a dominating presence, the
Frozen Fruit category sees private label
account for 93.3% of the market (6.7% for
brands), with store brands adding an addi-
tional €29 million in sales to the category
last year. Preserved Mushrooms also boast
a strong own-brand presence (91.2%),
however many of the best performers can
be found in the Household macro category.
Cosmetic Towels (90.2% private label,
9.8% brands), Toilet Paper (88.3% private
label, 11.7% brands), Household Gloves
(87.0% private label, 13.0% brands) and
Kitchen Rolls (87.0% private label, 13.0%
brands) are all categories in which store
brands over index. 

German consumers love their Cheese,
and this is the category that boasts the
highest value sales for private label, with
store brands accounting for €7.3 billion of
a €11.5 billon category. 

Another German favourite, Sausages, is
next, with private label reporting €7.1 bil-
lion in sales last year (total category value:
€11.8 billion), and Frozen Meat/Poultry also
boasting a significant private label presence,
with €3.6 billion in sales (out of a €4.4 bil-
lion category) last year. ■
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The tea experts at Hälssen & Lyon have
extended their range of private-label con-
cepts by introducing refreshing, sugar-
free tea varieties made with pyramid
teabags and cold water. Simply drop these
special teabags into a cup or bottle of cold
water to obtain a perfect to-go drink. 

This is the newest convenience solution
for private-label customers, comprising
countless varieties of teas, herbal and fruit
blends, finely ground tea powders and
instant mixes, latte powders for creamy
latte drinks, barista teas for portafilter

machines, and freshly brewed RTD ice
teas. For more information, visit
www.haelssen-lyon.com.

COLD BREW TEABAGS FOR COLD-WATER BREWING
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STRONG BRANDED PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITY IS IMPACTING
PRIVATE LABEL GROWTH IN GREECE, HOWEVER BY FOCUSING ON
IN-STORE PRESENCE AND LOCAL CREDENTIALS, THERE HAVE
BEEN SOME SUCCESS STORIES.

S
o near, and yet so far. The
COVID-19 pandemic threatens
to undo the progress that the
Greek economy has made in the
decade or so since the global

economic downturn, with the 47%
increase in market capitalisation at the
Athens Stock Exchange last year – the
sharpest increase in the world, as The
Economist recently reported – eroded in
just a few days in March, as the coron-
avirus took hold. 

From a retail perspective, while there has
been stocking up of essentials such as pasta,
rice, flour and olive oil (demand for the lat-
ter has more than doubled), the medium-
term outlook is less than favourable. 

A recent study by IELKA, Greece’s
Institute for Retail and Consumer Goods,
found that more than two thirds of indus-
try professionals (68%), expect retail sales
for this year to be unchanged from the pre-
vious year, with a surge in sales in the first
half echoed by a decline in the second half.
In addition, almost all (96%) believe the
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CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Ambient                                   €333 million
2 Household                             €181 million
3. Chilled and Fresh              €158 million
4. Frozen                                     €63 million
5. Drinks                                      €42 million
6. Personal Care                     €26 million 
7. Pet                                             €17 million
8. Alcohol                                    €11 million 
9. Confectionery                    €11 million 
10. Baby                                       €5 million

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Pet                                               30.6%
2. Household                             24.5%
3. Frozen                                      20.1%
4. Ambient                                  19.3%
5. Chilled and Fresh              18.5%
6. Drinks                                       7.2%
7. Personal Care                     5.2%
8. Confectionery                    4.7%
9. Baby                                          3.8%
10. Alcohol                                  3.6%

GREECE

With its new Filo Rolls range, Kanaki offers
consumers a chance to taste the best of
Mediterranean cuisine from the comfort of
their own home. The range has already
enjoyed success – launched under private
label  in Germany at the start of the year, its
vegan Filo Rolls with Hummus and Leek,
Zucchini, Red Peppers, Tomatoes and Onions
have already generated over a year's worth
of expected sales in just four months.

Other varieties in this frozen, easy-to-pre-
pare selection include Filo Rolls with Spinach
and Feta Cheese; Filo Rolls with Leek and
Feta Cheese; Filo Rolls with Roasted

Aubergine Puree, Feta Cheese, Tomatoes
and Red Peppers; and Filo Rolls with Red
Roasted Peppers, Sun-Dried Tomatoes And
Feta Cheese. For more information, visit
www.kanaki.gr.

ENJOY A MEDITERRANEAN FEAST AT HOME WITH KANAKI
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coronavirus’ effect on the economy will
last until at least until the end of 2020, if
not even longer.

A Brand-Led Market
According to IRI data for the year to end
February 2020, the Greek retail landscape is
largely brand-led, with private label holding
a 15.5% share of the supermarket sector,
compared to 84.5% for brands. In addition,
while brands have grown by 1.2% in the
past year, driven by promotions on big
brand items, the own-brand sector has risen
by just 0.5%. 

Indeed, it could be argued that private
label’s high water mark in Greece has
already passed – in 2014, it accounted for
19% of the market, but the collapse of the
Carrefour Marinopolous retail chain in
2016, a retailer that was strong on private
label, has meant that store brand share has
dropped in the years since. 

Private Label Growth
The highest level of private label growth
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last year was seen in the Confectionery
category, IRI reports, which grew by
7.0%, compared to 1.3% growth for
national brands. The Frozen category
(+6.8% compared to +2.2% for brands)
and Chilled & Fresh (+5.7%, compared
to +0.8% for national brands) are other
sectors which have seen marked private
label growth. 

However, in the largest category by
value sales, Ambient, private label sales
have dropped by 2.9% (compared to a
1.1% increase in branded sales), while an
even larger decline was seen in Drinks 
(-8.2% for private label, +0.0% for
brands) and Baby (-16.8% for private
label, -0.9% for brands).

Private label does dominate in a num-
ber of categories, with the Nuts category
boasting a 86.1% private label share
(13.9% for brands), and similarly high
figures seen in paper products categories
such as Kitchen Paper (83.4%, compared
to 16.6% for brands), Napkins (74.2%
private label, 25.8% brands), and Toilet

Paper (67.8% private label, 32.2%
brands). In terms of food categories,
Chopped Tomatoes (60.6% private label,
39.4% brands) and Seed Oils (58.3% pri-
vate label, 41.7% brands) are also strong
performers.

Indeed, it’s also the Toilet Paper category
that saw the highest private label value sales
last year, of €63 million (compared to €30
million worth of branded sales), followed by
Nuts (€51 million private label sales) and
Kitchen Paper (€38 million private label
sales). Other notable performers include
Fresh Salads, which saw private label sales
worth €26 million last year, and Ready
Meals, a category in which private label
racked up €18 million worth of sales.

Elsewhere, emerging categories that saw
private label sales outperform last year
include Food Supplements, a category that
is worth less than €2 million, but saw an
impressive 761% gain for store brand sales
last year, and Soup, where private label
sales rose by by 135.7%, compared to
3.0% growth for brands. ■

2020 Report❘Private Label
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CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Chilled & Fresh                   €4.2 billion
2. Ambient                                  €3.4 billion
3 Household                             €1.0 billion
4. Frozen                                     €888 million
5. Drinks                                      €537 million
6. Personal Care                    €271 million
7. Alcohol                                    €269 million
8. Pet                                             €235 million
9. Confectionery                   €106 million
10. Baby                                       €66 million

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Frozen                                       29.6%
2. Chilled & Fresh                  28.2%
3. Household                             24.9%
4. Pet                                             21.2%
5. Ambient                                 20.5%
6. Baby                                         11.2%
7. Drinks                                      10.3%
8. Personal Care                    8.8%
9. Alcohol                                    5.9%
10. Confectionery                 4.3%

WITH ITALY AMONG THE FIRST COUNTRIES TO FEEL THE IMPACT
FROM THE CORONAVIRUS, IT WAS INEVITABLE THAT CERTAIN
GROCERY CATEGORIES WOULD ENJOY A BOOST IN SALES, AS IRI
DATA INDICATES. 

I
f there was a ‘ground zero’ for the
coronavirus outbreak in Europe, it
would be Italy, which reported its
first cases of COVID-19 at the start
of February, putting it several days,

if not weeks, ahead of the rest of Europe
in terms of the virus’ development. Indeed,

industry saw a significant uplift in sales as
a result of the spread of coronavirus, par-
ticularly during the month of March
2020. Closer analysis of the data by IRI,
however, indicates that private label out-
performed brands in almost all segments –
in terms of the overall market, while

branded growth was 18.2% in the first
three weeks of March, private label
growth was almost twice that, at 28.1%. 

Category Growth
Looking at this data on a category by cat-
egory perspective, IRI found that the high-
est level of private label growth was seen
in the Grocery (+34.2%, compared to
+22.4% for brands) Frozen (+30.3%,
compared to +27.8%) and Fresh
(+30.0%, compared to +15.4%) cate-
gories, with store brands outperforming
A-brands in each case. 

In fact, the only category in which
branded growth was on a par was in
Home Care, which saw 27.7% growth for
brands and 27.7% growth for private
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reports of ‘panic buying’, which would
soon become more commonplace across
the rest of Europe, were first seen in
Lombardy, Veneto and the northern
Italian provinces that bore witness to the
initial surge. 

As in other markets, the Italian grocery

ITALY

La Doria is a family company founded in
1954 in Angri, the historical heart of the
Italian tomato-processing region. 

Significant family involvement, absolute
commitment to quality and tradition, and
attention to natural and healthy food typi-
cal of the Mediterranean diet are the fun-
damental elements of La Doria’s success.
La Doria is also a long-standing producer of
legumes, fruit juices and pasta sauces. 

Today, the company, listed on the Italian
Stock Exchange, is one of Europe’s leading
producers of peeled and chopped toma-
toes and preserved pulses in the retail

segment, as well as a major producer of
pasta sauces in the private-label segment.
It is also one of the main producers of fruit
juices and beverages in Italy. 

NATURAL QUALITY FROM LA DORIA
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label during the three-week period. 
Tracking changes to private label share

in recent weeks, IRI data shows that while
private label accounted for 21.2% of the
market on 16 February (with brands hold-
ing 78.8%), this had shifted quite consider-
ably just one month later, with private
label holding 23.9% of the market as of 15
March, compared to 76.1% for brands. 

According to a recent shopper survey
carried out by IRI, since the start of the
coronavirus outbreak, 49% of Italian
shoppers are choosing more ‘indulgent’
products when out shopping, which is
helping to boost premium tier private
labels. In addition, 11% of shoppers state
that they are visiting more hard discoun-
ters to do their shopping, again providing
a complementary boost to the store brand
marketplace. 

Private Label Leadership
Looking at IRI’s MAT full-year data to 23
February, private label has outperformed
that of national brands in several macro
segments, most notably Chilled & Fresh,

where store brands have seen 8.4% growth
compared to 1.3% for brands. In addition,
private label has put in a solid performance
in Personal Care (+4.3%, compared to -
0.9% for national brands); Ambient
(+3.6% compared to +1.4%); Alcohol
(+3.5% compared to +2.6%), Drinks
(+1.9% compared to +0.7%) and Frozen
(+1.8% compared to +0.5%). 

In fact, the only segment in which
brands have held their own is in Pet, which
has seen a +2.4% gain for national brands
compared to a +1.3% increase for private
label.

Looking at the categories in which pri-
vate label overindexes, the lead example
in this case is Beef, where private label
holds 70.6% of the market (compared to
29.4% for brands) in the year to 23
February, while other Chilled & Fresh
categories also see a similar trend – such
as Melons (64.6% private label, 35.4%
brands), Celery (61.2% private label,
38.8% brands) and Carrots (54.6% pri-
vate label, 45.4% brands). 

Other notable categories include
Ambient Fruit Juices, where private label
holds 54.0% of the market (46.0%
brands) and Food Bags/Trays, where store
brand share is 53.4% (46.6% brands).

Elsewhere, the category in which private
label holds the highest value sales total is
Sliced Meats, where store brands racked
up sales of €484 million in the year to 23
February, of a total category that reported
total sales of €1.46 billion. Other strong
sales performances were seen in Mixed
Vegetables, which recorded private label
sales of €472 million (total category sales
€789 million), Eggs, which saw private
label sales of €316 million (total €670 mil-
lion), Grains, which saw sales of €233 mil-
lion (total €573 million) and Frozen Fruit
and Vegetables, which reported store
brand sales worth €217 million (total €598
million).

A category worth keeping track of, in
terms of private label sales, is Fermented
Milks/Kefir, which despite reporting rela-
tively low sales last year (€18 million),
saw a large jump in private label penetra-
tion – branded growth in the category
was 52%, while private label growth was
more than 3,800%, albeit off a very low
base. ■

According to IRI, since the
start of the coronavirus
outbreak, 49% of Italian
shoppers are choosing more
‘indulgent’ products when
out shopping, which is
helping to boost premium
tier private labels.

New Thinking  Above: Italian retailer Conad has developed its Sapori & Dintorni private label range into a
standalone store concept. Previous page: Organic offers opportunities for private label development.
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PRIVATE LABELS REMAIN RESILIENT IN MAJOR CATEGORIES,
DESPITE LOSING SHARE TO NATIONAL BRANDS.

T
he Netherlands is one of the
most densely-populated coun-
tries in Europe in terms of gro-
cery outlets (and indeed one of
the most dynamic), but as in

most other markets, this year’s retail per-
formance is likely to be shaped by the
ongoing coronavirus crisis. 

an extension to the lockdown measures
already in place, amid fears of a second
wave of COVID-19 cases; a decision that
has not gone down well in some circles. 

“Our members and we have worked
hard on sectoral protocols to do business
responsibly again,” Hans de Boer, the
chairman of employers federation VNO-
NCW commented following Rutte’s
remarks. “That was not rewarded by the
cabinet, and it is quite a sour decision.”

State Of The Nation
The level to which the coronavirus crisis
will influence sales in the Dutch market
remains to be seen, but based on IRI data
to end February 2020, national brands
had the upper hand going into the current
impasse, albeit marginally.

Private label value sales were up 2.3%
last year, compared to 3.1% for national
brands, while own-brands currently
account for just under two-fifths of the
market (39.9%). 
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Like other countries, the Netherlands
witnessed a degree of panic buying, or
‘hamsteren’, as it is know colloquially,
when lockdown measures were introduced
in March, forcing prime minister Mark
Rutte to make a public statement urging
shoppers to cease this behaviour. Later, on
21 April, prime minister Rutte announced

CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Ambient                                   €2.9 billion 
2. Chilled and Fresh              €2.1 billion
3. Drinks                                       €728 million
4. Alcohol                                    €632 miillion
5. Household                             €630 million
6. Frozen                                      €540 million
7. Confectionery                    €296 million
8. Pet                                             €130 million
9. Personal Care                     €106 million
10. Baby                                       €65 million

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Chilled and Fresh               59.4%
2. Household                             46.3%
3. Ambient                                  44.6%
4. Frozen                                      40.1%
5. Pet                                              36.3%
6. Baby                                          29.3%
7. Drinks                                       28.7%
8. Confectionery                    27.0%
9. Alcohol                                     21.9%
10. Personal Care                   20.1%

NETHERLANDS

Trace One Marketplace was developed to
assist food and non-food suppliers connect
directly to busy retail buyers. Developed by
leading software-as-a-service (SaaS)
provider Trace One, the platform seeks to
give suppliers the opportunity to sell more
products to a wider variety of markets, at a
reduced marketing cost.

For suppliers, the cost of attending trade
shows, as well as managing sales teams
and marketing budgets, is a constraining
factor, while, for retail buyers, it is often

difficult to find the right products when and
where they need them, at the right price. 

Trace One Marketplace connects retail
buyers with suppliers around the world, to
develop products in line with consumer
trends. For more information, visit
www.traceonenetwork.com.

TRACE ONE MARKETPLACE – YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP
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Looking at the macro categories in which
private label has performed strongest, store
brands have outperformed their branded
counterparts in Chilled & Fresh, a signifi-
cant category (€3.5 billion in sales), in
which private label has grown by 4.2%
compared to 3.3% growth for brands. 

Elsewhere, Household, where private
label grew by 2.9% compared to branded
growth of 1.0%, and Baby (private label
+3.5%, branded -4.9%) have also seen pri-
vate label outperform national brands. 

Private label is also holding its own in
the largest category, Ambient, in which
store brands reported 3.9% growth (or
€107 million in additional sales) in a cate-
gory worth €6.4 billion overall.

Category Dominance
Looking at the most valuable categories for
private label in the Dutch market,
Skimmed Milk saw store brand sales of
€269 million in the period, compared to
€80 million for national brands – private
label accounts for 77.1% of this category. 

Other valuable categories include Toilet
Paper, which registered €220 million in
private label sales (€77 million for brands),
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ÁNGEL CAMACHO – GLOBAL LEADERSHIP, FROM PROCUREMENT AND PROCESSING TO MARKETING AND SALES

Ángel Camacho is a fourth-generation 
family-owned and -operated business. It
offers global leadership in the olive category,
from fruit procurement to processing and
importing to distribution, with more than 100
years of experience serving the retail and
foodservice industries. With a total annual 
production of 60,000,000 kilos and sales to
over 95 countries worldwide, the Spanish
company is one of the leading global table olive
industry players. 

The business group also operates 
subsidiaries in Spain, the UK, Poland,
Morocco and the USA, and is considered an
expert in both retail and foodservice,
providing complete programmes in both

branded products and under private label. 
The wide range of food products includes

table olives, olive oils, condiments and 
pickles that are marketed under the Fragata
and Mario trademarks, jams and 
marmalades under the La Vieja Fábrica and

Stovit brands, and Susarón herbal teas. The
specialty food items are packed in 
virtually any configuration required.

Throughout the world, Mediterranean 
cuisine (and, in particular, Spanish table olives)
are gaining more popularity every day. Olives
have become a common appetiser or side dish,
complementing a main plate. Indeed, many
people share this sumptuous Mediterranean
tradition of eating the fruit of the olive trees. 

From the processing and packing plants
located near Seville (Andalusia, southern
Spain), a region well known by world experts
as the ideal location for cultivating the best
Manzanilla and Queen olives, Fragata offers a
broad range of varieties, which include green
and black olives, both pitted and whole or plain,
as well as sliced and stuffed, presented in any
type and format of container that you require. 

Fragata presents a completely restyled
logo and packaging that reinforce its visual
identity and personality, highlighting its 
innovation, enjoyment, quality and 
confidence, reaffirming its status as a leading
brand. 

The new, trendier look of Fragata makes the
brand more enticing and abreast of current
trends. It definitely represents a major step
forward for this global brand, making it the
product of choice for consumers. 
www.angelcamacho.com/en or 
www.fragata.es/en

Free-Range Chicken, which saw €217 mil-
lion in own-brand sales (€37 million for
brands), and Natural Yoghurt, which reg-
istered €201 million in private label sales
(€130 million for brands) over the course
of the year.

It’s also interesting to note that a num-
ber of Alcohol categories are seeing signif-
icant private label sales; in White Wine,
for example, own-brands saw €160 mil-
lion in sales last year (€287 million for
brands), while in Red Wine, private label
sales totalled €152 million (€254 million
for brands). 

While the Beer category is dominated by
brand names (private label’s share is just
14.0%), store brands grew by 4.8% last
year compared to a branded decline of
1.5%, an indication of the growing pres-
ence of store brands in this near billion-
euro category.

Private label does dominate a number of
smaller categories within Dutch grocery,
with store brands accounting for complete
ownership of categories such as
Knakworst, Peeled Tomatoes, Jarred
Strawberries, Jarred Frankfurters and Self-
Tanning Agents. ■

Stocking Up Above: Dutch shoppers engaged in 'hamsteren' in the wake of the
coronavirus epidemic. Opposite page: Dutch supermarkets compete for attention.
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CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Ambient                                  €8.3 billion
2. Chilled and Fresh              €7.6 billion
3. Household                             €3.0 billion
4. Frozen                                      €1.9 billion
5. Drinks                                       €1.0 billion
6. Personal Care                     €1.0 billion
7. Alcohol                                     €994 million
8. Confectionery                    €520 million
9. Pet                                              €393 million
10. Baby                                       €233 million

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Frozen                                       62.3%
2. Household                             59.8%
3. Pet                                              53.4%
4. Ambient                                  53.3%
5. Chilled and Fresh              51.3%
6. Baby                                          31.8%
7. Confectionery                    31.5%
8. Drinks                                       23.1%
9. Alcohol                                     21.3%
10. Personal Care                   16.1%

PRIVATE LABEL HAS MADE GAINS AGAINST NATIONAL BRANDS
OVER THE PAST YEAR, SOMETHING THAT MAY BE EMBOLDENED
BY THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC.

L
ike Italy, Spain has been one of
the hardest hit countries by the
COVID-19 epidemic, and the
country’s retailers have had to
implement strict controls regard-

ing shopper behaviour, including imple-
menting strict guidelines on the number of

The level to which the current impasse
will shape the future development of the
Spanish retail sector remains unclear at
present, but the past year has indicated an
increasing trend towards private labels,
bolstered by the expansion of Mercadona,
Lidl and Aldi, which each boast strong
store brand participation. According to
IRI, private label accounted for 43.9% of
the market in the year to 23 February
(with brands holding 56.1% of the mar-
ket), while private label grew by 5.2%
over the period, or around €1.2 billion,
compared to 1.3% for brands (or €424
million).

As IRI explains, Spanish retailers are
increasingly developing new product inno-
vations that align with market trends,
such as veggie burgers or ‘bio’ products,
which in turn is bolstering the private
label sector. In addition, in almost all of
the top ten grocery categories, private
label price per unit is lower than that of
national brands, meaning that store
brands tick all the boxes when it comes to
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people that can visit a store, extensive
cleaning and hygiene regimes, adherence to
government guidelines on the supply of
‘basic necessities’ and preferential store
access to select customer demographics,
such as pregnant women, elderly or infirm
shoppers and healthcare professionals.

SPAIN

The factory from which HELL energy
drinks are supplied to Bruce Willis has
maximised the quality of its private-label
service. A dedication to flawless production
and being continuously innovative fully
pervades the company’s strategy –
whether you are talking about the leading
brand, HELL, or the company’s private label
brands.

Premium quality, prompt and reliable 
service, competitive pricing and availability
in large quantities: these are the main 

values that make HELL your trusted 
partner in co-filling. For more information,
visit www.cofilling.com.

HELL ENERGY – SUPPLYING BRUCE WILLIS... AND YOUR CUSTOMERS
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both competitive pricing and good quality
– something that could prove crucial if, as
many analysts suspect, Spain emerges
from the coronavirus crisis plunged into a
recession. 

Category Breakdown
Private label’s strength in the marketplace
is underlined by taking a closer look at the
macro categories that comprise the market,
where store brands have outperformed
their national brand equivalents almost
across the board. 

In Frozen, for example, private label
posted 9.9% growth in the year to 23
February (an additional €174 million
worth of sales), according to IRI, com-
pared to a 4.1% decline for national
brands. Similarly impressive gains are also
seen in Confectionery (+9.0% for private

label, +1.0% for brands), Chilled & Fresh
(+8.8% for private label, +1.0 for brands)
and Pet (+5.6% for private label, +2.5%
for brands). The only category in which
national brands have outperformed their
own-brand counterparts is in Drinks,

where brands saw 3.8% growth, com-
pared to 0.8% growth for private label.

In the biggest category by value sales,
Ambient (€15.6 billion), private label saw
2.4% growth, adding €193 million in
additional sales, compared to just €3 mil-
lion for brands (+0.0% growth).

Category Dominance
Private label market share is highest in
the Fresh Fruit Juice category, where it
accounts for 86.4% of the market,
recording €156 million in sales last year
(compared to €25 million for brands).
Store brands also dominate in a variety of
household products categories, including
Garbage Bags (86.1% private label,
13.9% brands), Paper Napkins (84.5%
private label, 15.5% brands), Kitchen
Towels (82.2% private label, 17.8%
brands) and Toilet Paper (82.0% private
label, 18.0% brands).

In terms of food categories, the Frozen
Potatoes (83.1% private label share) and
Dried Fruits/Nuts (80.9% private label)
also boast strong store brand penetra-
tion. 

Casting our eye over the categories in
which private label boasts the highest
value sales, UHT Milk saw more than a
billion euro in store brand sales last
year, and is a category that is almost
50/50 split between store brands and
national brands (€1.004 billion private
label, €995 million brands). 

Canned Tuna (€742 million in private
label sales), and Dried Fruit/Nuts (€736
million) also reported strong own-brand
sales last year, while a number of cate-
gories in the Chilled & Fresh macro seg-
ment also see private label perform
strongly, such as Yoghurts (€651 million
for private label, €694 million for
brands), Cooked Ham (€614 million pri-
vate label, €465 million brands) and Eggs
(€510 million private label, €197 million
brands).

Also of note is the Olive Oil category –
value sales in this category fell last year

due to a bumper olive harvest, and this
has led to an undoing of the private label
growth seen in this category in recent
years. While branded sales fell in this cat-
egory by 7.5%, private label was down
by close to a fifth (19.8%). ■

In almost all of the top ten
grocery categories, private
label price per unit is lower
than that of national brands,
meaning that store brands
tick all the boxes when it
comes to both competitive
pricing and good quality.

Stocking Up Above: Full shelves at a Consum outlet in Barcelona. Previous page: Caprabo
is among the retailers to introduce protective measures during the COVID-19 outbreak.
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THE UK RETAIL INDUSTRY COULD BE A MUCH-CHANGED PLACE
ONCE THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC SUBSIDES, WITH PRIVATE LABEL
WELL POSITIONED TO GROW MARKET SHARE, ACCORDING TO IRI.

UK

CATEGORY
BREAKDOWN
PRIVATE LABEL 
- MACRO CATEGORY VALUE
1. Chilled                                       €20.3 billion 
2. Ambient Grocery              €6.6 billion
3. Impulse                                   €3.4 billion
4. BWS                                          €3.0 billion
5. Frozen                                     €2.8 billion
6. Household                             €2.2 billion
7. Healthcare                            €865 million
8. Personal Care                    €769 million
9. Pet                                             €554 million
10. Baby                                       €139 million 

PRIVATE LABEL CATEGORY SHARE
1. Chilled                                       74.2%
2. Frozen                                      47.9%
3. Ambient Grocery             36.6%
4. Household                             34.7%
5. Pet                                              23.7
6. Healthcare                            21.5%
7. BWS                                           15.3%
8. Impulse                                   15.0%
9. Baby                                          12.6%
10. Personal Care                   10.2%

A
t the time ESM went to
press, it was increasingly
clear that with regard to
COVID-19 the UK may
well be in it for the long

haul, with the mortality rate from the pan-
demic only showing tentative signs of slow-
ing. British retailers have taken additional
steps to prepare for what might be a
lengthy period without ‘business as usual’ –
early complications with regard to the
availably of online delivery slots have been
alleviated, key product categories are well-
stocked and efforts have been stepped up to
ensure that the most vulnerable in society
are able to access essential supplies. 

But what does this mean for private
label? According to IRI, during the initial
‘panic buying’ surge in the UK in March,
demand outstripped supply in several cate-
gories, and consumers stripped shelves of
private-label products ahead of mainstream
products. As store brands became depleted,
niche or convenience SKUs were often the
only products remaining on shelf. 

Behind The Numbers
Looking at the sales data for the year to 29
February 2020, private label holds a
35.4% share of the marketplace, compared
to 64.6% for brands. As IRI’s data does
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In addition, during this period, most
promotions were pulled, which elevated
branded value share, however as the sup-
ply chain recovers, IRI expects private-
label share to recover.

The growth of private brands has been
observed across Europe, as it is considered a
more affordable solution for consumers and
has potentially had a more secure supply
chain in the past few weeks. This advantage
has been revealed to be decisive.  

But another important factor that private
brands will need to respond to, and quickly,
are the trends that will emerge more
strongly from this pandemic crisis. These
include  'Value Matters', with consumers
more focused on efficient buying, and 
'B-Well', as consumers appreciate the
importance of a healthy, balanced diet. These
trends, which Daymon has mentioned and

studied in the past in its proprietary 
GLOBAL TRENDWHEELTM, will be key to
being more assertive to consumer needs.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE OF PRIVATE BRANDS WITH DAYMON
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not include the hard discounters, it’s
notable that sales for both private label 
(-0.7%) and brands (-0.3%) are down
marginally on the previous year – with Lidl
and Aldi continuing to gain market share at
the expense of the mainstream players.

As IRI notes, private-label performance
has remained largely unchanged in UK
supermarkets over the past year, with a
long-term unit decline continuing and value
driven by higher prices and more premium
and/or value-added products. 

In terms of their response to the discoun-
ters, mainstream players are in a bit of a
bind – with the need to create attractive,
competitively priced private labels that can
stop the migration to the discounters. Tesco
has been very active in this area, while most
grocers are also engaging in range simplifica-
tion to clarify their store brand proposition. 

Macro Category Analysis
In terms of the macro categories, private
label outperforms brands in the Ambient
Grocery category, growing by 2.4%, which
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equates to around €157 million in addition
sales (branded growth +0.3%, or €37 mil-
lion). In addition, private label Pet sales were
up 1.5%, compared to 0.5% growth for
national brands, while in Healthcare, private
label sales are up 0.9% compared to a 3.8%
rise for branded products. 

In all other macro categories, however,
private label sales (and in most cases, brand-

ed sales) are down year-on-year, with the dip
most pronounced in Personal Care, where
store brand sales are down 4.0%, Beers
Wines & Spirits (down 1.8%), Household
(down 1.6%) and Chilled (-1.5%).

Drilling down into the various segments,
however, a number of categories boast very
strong private label penetration (more than
90%). Chilled Rice, while a small category
in terms of value sales (€16 million), is com-
pletely dominated (99.9%) by private label,
as is Prepared Fruit (98.3% private label,
1.7% brands), Chilled Sauces (98.2% pri-
vate label, 1.8% brands), Chilled Dips
(97.7% private label, 2.3% brands) and
Chilled Salad Dressings (96.7% private
label, 3.3% brands).

In terms of the categories in which pri-
vate label has recorded the highest value
sales, Chilled Ready Meals dominates,
with store brands accounting for €2.86 bil-
lion worth of sales in this category last
year, compared to €350 million for nation-
al brands (private label accounts for
89.1% of this category). ■

Private label performance
has remained largely
unchanged in UK
supermarkets over the past
year, with a long-term unit
decline continuing and value
driven by higher prices and
more premium and/or value-
added products. 
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